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INTRODUCTION
w xSinclair and Tullo proved in 10 that Noetherian Banach algebras, that
is, complex associative Banach algebras satisfying the ascending chain
w xcondition on left ideals, are finite-dimensional. In 4 , we extended this
result to the alternative case.
For a Jordan algebra, the natural Noetherian condition is the ascending
chain condition on inner ideals. Here, we show that Noetherian Jordan
Banach algebras are finite-dimensional.
1. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES ON
JORDAN ALGEBRAS
All the algebras we consider here are over a field K of characteristic
not 2. A Jordan algebra is a nonassociative algebra J over K, whose
Ž 2 . 2 Ž .product satisfies x. y s y. x and x . y . x s x . y. x for all x, y in J. For
any elements a, b of a Jordan algebra J, we define the mapping U from Ja
12Ž . Ž . Ž .into itself U x s 2 a. x.a y a . x and we set U s U y U y U .a a, b aqb a b2
We note that if J is unital, then the Jordan product can be given in terms
of the U-operation: x. y s U 1, where 1 is the unit of J. We recallx, y
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Every associative algebra A gives rise to a Jordan algebra Aq under the
new multiplication defined by
1x . y s xy q yx .Ž .2
Jordan algebras which are subalgebras of a Jordan algebra Aq are called
special Jordan algebras. For every associative algebra A with involution ):
Ž .  4A “ A, the set of all hermitian elements H A, ) s a g A : a s a* is a
subalgebra of Aq, and therefore special. Note that if J ; Aq is special,
then the U-operator U b s aba is given in terms of the associative product.a
Other interesting examples of special Jordan algebras come from
quadratic forms. As pointed out above, unital Jordan algebras can be
defined by the U-operation.
Let J be a K-vector space, Q a quadratic form on J, and 1 g J a base
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .point of Q, that is, Q 1 s 1. Denote by Q x, y s Q x q y y Q x y
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q y the symmetric bilinear form associated to Q, and set T x s Q x, 1
Ž .and x s T x 1 y x. Then
U y s Q x , y x y Q x yŽ . Ž .x
defines a structure of Jordan algebra on J, with 1 as a unit.
Every Jordan algebra which is not special is called an exceptional Jordan
Žalgebra. Let C be a Cayley]Dickson algebra over a field K C is an
eight-dimensional alternative algebra obtained by doubling a quaternion
. Ž .algebra by the Cayley]Dickson process . Then the set H C of all 3 = 33
tmatrices in C which are hermitian under the involution X* s X is a
simple 27-dimensional exceptional Jordan algebra.
Let J be a Jordan algebra. Write J9 s K [ J to denote the unitization
of J. It is obtained from J by externally adjoining a unit. A subspace I : J
is called an inner ideal if U J9 : I. For any a g J, U J is an inner idealI a
called the principal inner ideal generated by the element a. A Jordan
algebra J is called Noetherian if it satisfies the ascending chain condition
on inner ideals; equivalently, every inner ideal of J is finitely generated as
an inner ideal. The Jacobson radical of J is the largest quasi-regular ideal
 4of J and is denoted by Rad J. If Rad J s 0 , J is called semiprimitive. The
algebra J is said to be nondegenerate if it does not contain absolute zero
divisors, that is, U s 0 implies a s 0, a g J. The smallest ideal of J fora
which the quotient algebra is nondegenerate is called the McCrimmon
Ž .radical of J and is denoted by M J . A Jordan algebra J is said to be
strongly prime if it is nondegenerate and for I and I ideals of J,1 2
 4U I s 0 implies I s 0 or I s 0; equivalently, I l I s 0 impliesI 2 1 2 1 21
I s 0 or I s 0.1 2
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w xFollowing 11 , the annihilator of a subset X ; J is defined to be the set
ann X s a g J : a. X s a, J , X s 0 , 4Ž . Ž .J
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a, b, x s a.b . x y a. b. x is the associator of a, b, x. Among
Ž w x.other properties of the annihilator see 11, Lemma 3 , we recall that
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...ann X is an inner ideal of J and that ann X s ann ann ann X .J J J J J
Hence, J satisfies the ascending chain condition on annihilators if and only
if it satisfies the descending chain condition on annihilators.
w xWe also recall 13 that J is said to be a Goldie Jordan algebra if it
satisfies the chain conditions on annihilators and does not contain infinite
 4direct sums of inner ideals, where a family I of inner ideals forms aa a g L
w x w xdirect sum if, for each b g L, I l Ý I s 0, with Ý I beingb a / b a J a / b a J
the inner ideal of J generated by Ý I . Clearly, Noetherian Jordana / b a
algebras are Goldie Jordan algebras.
Let J be a unital linear Jordan algebra and let x , . . . , x be elements of1 r
² : ² : ² :J. Set x , . . . , x s Ý x , . . . , x , where the subspaces x , . . . , xn n1 r ng N 1 r 1 r
² : rare defined by recurrence as follows: x , . . . , x s Ý K x and01 r is1 i
² :x , . . . , x is the linear span of the setnq11 r
² : ² :U z : z g J , x g x , . . . , x , x9 g x , . . . , x with i q j s n . 4i jx , x 9 1 r 1 r
² :Clearly, x , . . . , x is an inner ideal of J. In fact, we have the following.1 r
² :LEMMA 1. Let J and x , . . . , x be as abo¤e. Then x , . . . , x is the1 r 1 r
inner ideal of J generated by x , . . . , x .1 r
2. NOETHERIAN JORDAN BANACH ALGEBRAS
A Jordan Banach algebra is a real or complex Jordan algebra J whose
5 5underlying vector space is endowed with a complete norm . such that
5 5 5 5 5 5xy F x y for all x, y g J. We note that if J is not unital, then its
unitization J9 s K [ J, where K s R or C, is a unital Jordan Banach
5 5 < < 5 5algebra for the norm defined by a q x s a q x , for all a g K,
x g J.
It should be pointed out that there is a well-settled spectral theory for
Jordan Banach complex algebras. Roughly speaking, we can say that most
questions concerning spectral theory on Jordan algebras can be reduced to
corresponding associative ones. The key tool for this fact is the following
Ž w x.result see 2, Theorem 1 which is here included for completeness. Recall
that if J is a unital Jordan complex algebra, the spectrum of an element y
in J is the set
Sp y , J s l g C: l y y f In¤ J . 4Ž . Ž .
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PROPOSITION 2. Let J be a unital Jordan Banach complex algebra, and let
Ž .x g J. Then there exists a closed associati¤e subalgebra C x of J containing x
Ž .which is full in the following sense: y g C x is in¤ertible in J if and only if it
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .is in¤ertible in C x . In particular, Sp y, J s Sp y, C x for all y g C x .
w xA key result in 10 is the fact that if the closure of a left ideal L of an
associative Banach algebra is finitely generated as a left ideal, then L is
closed. For a Jordan Banach algebra, J, we can prove a restricted version
of this result, but which is still enough for our purposes. Given X ; J, we
Ž .denote by X and d X respectively the closure and the boundary of X.
ŽPROPOSITION 3. Let J be a unital Jordan Banach algebra o¤er K K s R
.or C and let y g J. If U J is finitely generated as an inner ideal, then U J isy y
closed.
Ž .Proof. According to Lemma 1, we may assume that U J sy
² : 5 5 5 5x , . . . , x , where without loss of generality, we may take y s 1 s x ,1 r i
 i Ž i .41 F i F r. For each i, let u s U ¤ be a sequence of elements of U Jk y k y
5 i 5converging to x such that u s 1 and let M be the sequence ofi k k
positive real numbers defined by
5 i 5M s Max 1, ¤ : 1 F i F r , 1 F j F k . 4k j
w x w xFollowing 14 , let K X denote the free nonassociative algebra over K
 4  4generated by X, where X s J* j X , . . . , X with J* s J y 0 and1 r
 4 w x w xX , . . . , X is a finite set of indeterminates, and let V X ; K X be the1 r
set of all nonassociative monomials from elements of X. We define on
w x 5 5 Ž .K X a vector space norm . 9 and an algebra norm N . in the following
Ž . w xway: If p s p X , . . . , X , h , . . . , h g V X , h g J* for 1 F i F n, set1 r 1 n i
n
d d di5 5 5 5N p s h and p 9 s 3 dM N p ,Ž . Ž .Ł i d
is1
where d is the degree of p and d is the degree of p in h . Now, ifi i
n Ž w x. w x¤ s Ý a p a g K, p g V X is the decomposition of ¤ g K Xis1 i i i i
w xrelative to the canonical basis of K X , set
< < 5 5 < < 5 5N ¤ s a N p and ¤ 9 s a p 9.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
1FiFn 1FiFn
5 5 w xIt is not difficult to see that . 9 is a vector space norm on K X , and by
w xusing 14, Proposition 2 , we can verify that N is an algebra norm.
w xMoreover, for ¤ , w g K X , we have
N ¤w s N ¤ N w , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5dN ¤ F ¤ 9, 2Ž . Ž .
where d is the degree of ¤ .
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w xBy the universal property of K X , the mapping X “ x , 1 F i F r,i i
h “ h, h g J*, of X into J extends uniquely to a homomorphism S of the
w x 5 5algebra K X into the algebra J. Moreover, since x s 1 for 1 F i F r,i
n w xfor ¤ s Ý a p g K X , we haveis1 i i
n
< <S ¤ F a S p F N ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1
Ž w x .which proves that S: K X , N “ J is continuous.
Similarly, for each positive integer k, the homomorphism of algebras S :k
w xK X “ J defined by
S p X , . . . , X , h , . . . , h s p u1 , . . . , ur , h , . . . , hŽ .Ž . Ž .k 1 r 1 n k k 1 n
w xis continuous with respect to the norm N of K X . Note that, as a direct
Ž .consequence of 2 , these mappings are also continuous with respect to the
5 5norm . 9.
 4We claim that the sequence of continuous linear operators S ofk
Ž w x 5 5 .K X , . 9 into J converges uniformly to S. Indeed, if m g N*, and
t , . . . , t , h , . . . , h g J, then1 m 1 m
t . . . t y h . . . h s t y h t . . . t q h t y h t . . . tŽ . Ž .1 m 1 m 1 1 2 m 1 2 2 3 m
q h h t y h t . . . t q ???Ž .1 2 3 3 4 m
q h . . . h t y h .Ž .1 my1 m m
Hence,
5 5 5 5t . . . t y h . . . h F mF Sup t y h ,1 m 1 m i i
is1, . . . , m
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5where F s Max t . . . t , h t . . . t , h h t . . . t , . . . ,2 m 1 3 m 1 2 4 m
5 5 5 5 5 54 Ž . w xh . . . h t . Thus, if p s p X , . . . , X , h , . . . , h g V X , and1 my1 m 1 r 1 n
if d is the degree of p, then
i5 5S y S p F dN p Sup x y uŽ . Ž . Ž .k i k
is1, . . . , r
w x Ž .and hence, for every ¤ g K X , it follows from 2 that
i5 5 5 5S y S ¤ F ¤ 9 Sup x y u . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .k i k
is1, . . . , r
w xIn the graded algebra K X , consider the graded subalgebra G s
[ G , where each G is the linear span of the set G defined byng N n n n
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 4recurrence as follows: G s X , . . . , X and0 1 r
G s ah b q hb a y ba hrh g J*, b g G , a g GŽ . Ž . Ž .nq1 i j
with i q j s n .4
Ž . ² : Ž .Clearly, for each n g N, S G s x , . . . , x , and hence S G snn 1 r
² : Ž . Ž .x , . . . , x . Thus, by Lemma 3, S G s U J . This allows us to consider1 r y
Ž .the mapping T : G “ U J obtained by restriction of S to G. Then T is any
5 5epimorphism of algebras which is continuous with respect to the norm . 9
Ž 5 5 .of G. Denote by L the completion of the normed vector space G, . 9 and
Ž .let T : L “ U J be the continuity extension of T. By above, T is ay
continuous linear epimorphism. Similarly, for every positive integer k, we
Ž .can consider the continuous linear not necessarily onto mapping T :k
Ž 5 5 . Ž .G, . 9 “ U J obtained by restriction of S to G, and its continuityy k
Ž . Ž .extension T : L “ U J . Then, we have by 3 that the sequence ofk y
 4continuous linear operators T converges uniformly to T , but T is ontok
wand the set of surjective continuous linear mappings is open 7, Proposition
x1.5 , hence we have that there exists a positive integer k such that T is0 k
surjective for all k G k . Take one of these k and let R be the homomor-0 k
phism of G into J defined by
p X , . . . , X , h , . . . , h “ p ¤ 1 , . . . , ¤ r , U h , . . . , U h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r 1 n k k y 1 y n
Ž 5 5.We will show that R : G, . “ J is continuous. Let l , . . . , l g K; thenk 1 r
r r r r
i < <R l X s l ¤ F M l F M N l X .Ý Ý Ý Ýk i i i k k i k i iž / ž /
is1 is1 is1 is1
n Ž .Suppose now that for each p g D G p / 0 , with degree d, we haveis0 i
d dR p F 3 M N p , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
and let a g G , b g G , and m g J* with i q j s n. If m is the degree of aj i
and m9 is the degree of b, then
R am b q mb a y ba mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
s U U mŽ .Ž .R Ža. , R Žb. yk k
F 3 R a R b U mŽ . Ž . Ž .k k y
2qmqm9 m m9 5 5F 3 M M N a N b mŽ . Ž .k k
F 3mq m9q1M m9qmN am b q mb a y ba mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
F 3mq m9q1M mq m9q1N am b q mb a y ba m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Ž .Thus, 4 holds for every p g G .nq1
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Now let 0 / p g G , with n ) 0, and let d s 2n q 1 be the degree of p.n
We have two possibilities for the chosen k. If k G n, then d s 2n q 1 F
5 Ž .5 d d Ž . d 2 kq1 Ž . 2 kq1 5 52k q 1, so R p F 3 M N p F 3 M N p F M p 9. If n )k k k k
5 Ž .5 d d Ž . d d Ž . 5 5k, then R p F 3 M N p F 3 M N p F p 9. Thus, for each ¤ g G,k k n
5 Ž .5 2 kq1 5 5R ¤ F M ¤ 9.k k
Denote by R the extension by continuity of R to L. We finally seek k
that
T ¤ s U R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .k y k
for all ¤ g L. If l , . . . , l g K,1 r
r r r
i iT l X s l u s l U ¤Ž .Ý Ý Ýk i i i k i y kž /
is1 is1 is1
r r
is U l ¤ s U R l XÝ Ýy i k y k i iž / ž /ž /
is1 is1
Ž . Ž Ž .. iso, for each p g G , T p s U R p . Suppose that if p g D G ,0 k y k ns1 n
Ž . Ž Ž ..T p s U R p and let a g H , b g H , m g J* with t q j s i. Thenk y k j t
T am b q mb a y ba m s U mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k T Ža. , T Žb.k k
s U mŽ .U ŽR Ža.. , U ŽR Žb..y k y k
s U U U mŽ .Ž .ž /y R Ža. , R Žb. yk k
s U R am b q mb a y ba m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .y k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .If p g G , then T p s U R p . Thus, if p g L, then T p siq1 k y k k
Ž Ž ..U R p g U J. Thus,y k y
U J s T L s U R L ; U J ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y k y k y
which completes the proof.
Another lemma will be needed in order to complete the proof of our
main result. Recall that a g J is said to be regular if U : J “ J is injective.a
LEMMA 4. Let J be a unital Jordan Banach complex algebra and let y g J.
Ž Ž ..If l g d Sp y, J is such that U J is closed, then l y y is not regularlyy
in J.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. By Proposition 2, Sp y, J s Sp y, C y where C y is a closed
Ž Ž Ž ...full associative subalgebra of J containing y. Now, l g d Sp y, C y
Ž Ž Ž ... wimplies l y y g d In¤ C y , and hence we have by 5, Theorem 14, p.
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x  4 Ž .13 that there exists a sequence x of elements of C y ; J withn
5 5 Ž . Ž .x s 1 for all n, such that U x s l y y x l y y converges to 0.n lyy n n
w xHence, it follows as in 1, Lemma 3, p. 75 that U : J “ J is not injective.lyy
Indeed, suppose on the contrary that it is injective. Since U J is closed,lyy
we have by the Inverse Mapping Theorem that there is a continuous linear
operator T : U J “ J such that TU a s a for all a g J. Thus,lyy lyy
5 5 5 5 < < 5 51 s x s TU x F T U x ,n lyy n lyy n
which is a contradiction since U x converges to 0. Therefore, U :lyy n lyy
J “ J is not injective, that is, l y y is not regular in J.
Ž .As usual, we denote by Z J the center of J. We remark that if J is
Ž .prime, then every nonzero element z g Z J is regular in J.
COROLLARY 5. Let J be a unital Noetherian Jordan Banach complex
algebra. Then e¤ery principal inner ideal of J is closed. Moreo¤er, if J is prime,
then
Ž . Ž .i Z J s C1, and
Ž . Ž .ii Rad J s 0.
Proof. Let y g J. Since J is Noetherian, U J is finitely generated as any
inner ideal. Thus, U J is closed by Proposition 3. For the remaining twoy
Ž Ž ..questions of the proof, we remark that, for all a g J, d Sp a, J is non-
Ž . Žwempty since Sp a, J is a nonempty compact subset of C 5, Theorem 8,
x .p. 23 together with Proposition 2 .
Ž .Suppose now that J is prime. By above, given z g Z J , we can take
Ž Ž ..l g d Sp z, J . Since U J is closed, l y z is not regular by Lemma 4,lyz
which implies that z s l g C by primeness of J.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .  4Finally, let a g Rad J . Then d Sp z, J s Sp z, J s 0 , and hence,
Ž .by Lemma 4 again, a is not regular, which proves that Rad J s 0. Indeed,
w xby 13, Theorem 1 , J is an order in a nondegenerate Artinian Jordan
algebra Q, and hence every nonzero ideal of J contains a regular element
w x6, 4.2 .
Ž .Recall that if A, ) is a )-prime associative algebra, we can consider
Ž . w xthe Martindale algebra Q A of symmetric quotients of A 9 . Thes
Ž . Ž Ž . .involution of A can be extended to Q A and Q A , ) is the maximals s
Ž .extension of A, ) satisfying the following two properties:
Ž . Ž .i for each q in Q A , there is a nonzero )-ideal I of A such thats
qI q Iq : A,
Ž . Ž .ii if q lies in Q A and I is a nonzero )-ideal of A satisfyings
 4  4qI s 0 , then q s 0 .
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THEOREM 6. For a Jordan Banach complex algebra J, the following
conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž .i J is finite-dimensional.
Ž .ii E¤ery inner ideal I of J is closed.
Ž .iii J is Noetherian.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i « ii is clear, and ii « iii can be obtained by a standard
Ž w xapplication of the Baire Category Theorem. See 1, Corollary 6, p. 77 for
.an analogous result for associative algebras.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii « i . First we note that the McCrimmon radical M J of a
Noetherian Jordan algebra is finite-dimensional. Indeed, by the Zelmanov
w x Ž .Nilpotence Theorem 11, Theorem 1 , M J is nilpotent, and hence it is
w xfinite-dimensional. See, for instance, the proof of 14, Lemma 5, p. 328 ,
taking into account that any subspace of absolute zero divisors in a
Noetherian Jordan algebra is necessarily finite-dimensional.
The above reduces the proof of the theorem to the case where J is
Ž .nondegenerate. Indeed, since M J is finite-dimensional, it is a closed
Ž .ideal of J and therefore JrM J is a nondegenerate Noetherian Jordan
Banach complex algebra, which will be finite-dimensional if and only if so
is J. Moreover, we may assume that J is unital since the unitization of a
Noetherian Jordan algebra is clearly Noetherian.
Thus, we may suppose that J is a unital nondegenerate Noetherian
w xJordan Banach complex algebra. Then we have by 6, 7.3 that J is a
subalgebra of a direct sum of finitely many strongly prime Jordan algebras
Ž . w xJ each of which is of the form J s Jrann M 6, 7.2 for some ideal Mi i J i i
w xof J. Since annihilators of ideals are ideals 11, Lemma 3 , clearly closed,
and since the quotients of a Noetherian Jordan algebra by an ideal inherit
the Noetherian condition, we just need to consider the case where J is
strongly prime.
Suppose then that J is a unital strongly prime Noetherian Jordan
w xBanach complex algebra. By the Zel'manov prime theorem 12 , we have
one of the following possibilities for J:
Ž . Ž .y11 Albert type. The central localization Z J J of J is a simple
Ž .y1 Ž .27-dimensional exceptional Jordan algebra over its center Z J Z J .
Ž . Ž .y12 Clifford type. The central localization Z J J of J is the
Jordan algebra defined by a nondegenerate quadratic form on a vector
Ž .y1 Ž .space over the field Z J Z J .
Ž . Ž .3 Hermitian type. J contains an ideal of the form H A, ) for a
Ž .)-prime associative algebra with involution A, ) and is contained in
Ž Ž . . Ž .H Q A , ) , where Q A is the symmetric Martindale algebra of quo-s s
Ž .tients of A, with the involution given by the extension of ) to Q A .s
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Ž . Ž .Since by Corollary 5 i Z J is the complex field, we have that if J is of
Albert type, then J is finite-dimensional, and the same is true if J is of
Clifford type. Otherwise, J contains an infinite-dimensional totally isotropic
w xsubspace, which contradicts that J is Noetherian 8, Theorem 6 .
Therefore, we just need to consider the case where J is of Hermitian
type. Since J is Goldie, we have, as a consequence of Goldie's theorem for
Žw x w x. ŽJordan algebras 13 or 6 that there exists a )-simple Artinian in
.particular left and right Noetherian associative algebra Q such that J is a
subalgebra of Qq. We will use this fact to prove that J is spectrum finite,
Ž . w xwhich jointly with Corollary 5 ii , will imply that J is finite-dimensional 3 .
Ž .Suppose on the contrary that Sp x, J is infinite for some x g J. Then the
Ž Ž .. Ž .  4boundary d Sp x, J of Sp x, J is also infinite. Take a sequence l ofn
Ž Ž ..nonzero distinct complex numbers in d Sp x, J .
For each positive integer n, define
I s z g Q, z x y l . . . x y l s 0 , 4Ž . Ž .n 1 n
I X s z g Q, x y l . . . x y l z s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .n 1 n
 4 Ž  X 4. ŽI resp. I is an increasing sequence of left ideals in Q resp. rightn n
.ideals in Q . For each n, let x be a nonzero element of J such thatn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U x s 0 Lemma 4 . We have x y l x x y l s 0 in Q. Hence,xyl n n n nn
Ž .for each n, there exists a nonzero element q g Q such that q x y l s 0n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .or x y l q s 0. If q x y l s 0, then q x y l . . . x y l sn n 1 ny1
Ž . Ž .l y l . . . l y l q / 0, so that q g I and q f I . Similarly, ifn 1 n ny1 n ny1
Ž . X Xx y l q s 0, then q g I and q f I . So, for each n, I / I orn n nq1 n nq1
X X  4  X 4I / I . Thus one of the two sequences I or I is strictly increasing,n nq1 n n
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore, each element of J has finite spectrum.
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